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amenities of the place, and in them a few of the farm labourers and
lonely young men of the village too frequently sought warmth,
recreation, and fellowship. Some of those who habitually visited
these places drank far more alcohol than was good for them, or
than they could afford to buy, and I can remember one or two cases
of chronic over-drinking, involving not only loss of health and
self-respect, but also the slow descent into poverty and pauperism.
One explanation of this harmful habit was that the public-house
offered to the men back from the lonely fields and hedgerows the
human fellowship for which their souls craved, and if some of them
abused the opportunities that the public-houses afforded, and went
either slowly, or headlong, to the devil, it was because the devil
alone appeared to want them.
Social life for the children was in great part provided by the
various Sunday schools, at which the teachers were farm labourers,
village shop-keepers, or their wives and sisters. These instructors
of village youth had no claim to learning in the subjects they
taught, nor had they knowledge of the problems of the wider
world which existed beyond the boundaries of their own parish;
but from their example and the homely wisdom of their teaching
I learned a portion of the alphabet of duty and personal responsi-
bility. As a junior member of the choir of the Baptist chapel I
was said to possess an acceptable singing voice, and for
several years, on Christmas Eve, I went the round of our
own and neighbouring villages with a properly trained company
of 'Christmas Singers/ drawn from the local religious bodies,
I thought it great fun to be out all night calling upon
'Christians' to * awake' and 'salute the happy morn*; but
the disturbed sleepers probably did not share my enthusiasm,
for their gifts were too small to have come from really thankful
hearts.
The village church was a dignified and beautiful structure with
a peal of five fine bells and a clock in its tower which could be
seen, and heard, throughout the neighbourhood. Dissenters and
churchmen alike were proud of it as the historic centre of their
parish. But that not all the villagers attended its services was
proved by the existence of three nonconformist chapels, in which
the average labourer felt spiritually more at home. These drab
little conventicles were run by men of their own class and calling;
the sermons to be heard in them were robust and sincere; the
doctrine taught was orthodox and colourful, with intermingling

